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Water systems can harbour legionella bacteria which is the cause of Legionnaires' disease (which is a potentially fatal pneumonia) and other related diseases. 

Infection is caused by breathing in small droplets of water contaminated by the bacteria. Everyone is potentially susceptible to infection but some people are at higher risk, e.g. those over 45 years of age, smokers and heavy drinkers, those suffering from chronic respiratory or kidney disease, and people whose immune system is impaired.
Legionella bacteria can contaminate and grow in hot and cold water systems. 
They survive low temperatures and thrive at temperatures between 20°C-45°C if the conditions are right, e.g. if a supply of nutrients is present such as rust, sludge, scale, algae and other bacteria. 
They are killed by high temperatures.
It is important to balance the risk between likelihood of legionella bacteria building up in the water system, and the risk of scalding vulnerable people, such as the elderly, children or disabled people. Should the water be coming out of the hot water taps at too high a temperature, the risk of scalding is very high. 
Risks exist in cases where water droplets could be inhaled, e.g. in a shower. 
Preventing and controlling the risk: 
	Maintaining the hot water system at or above 60°C (at which the bacteria cannot survive) but beware of the risk of scalding.

Flush infrequently used pipes through regularly (e.g. turn showers on weekly) 
	Ensure water storage tanks are covered and are inspected/ flushed/ descaled/ disinfected periodically.
	Ensure that monthly checks are carried out on taps to ensure that the cold water temperature is below 20°C after running for up to two minutes the hot water temperature is at least 50°C within a minute of running the water.
	Note also that the HSE encourages the restriction of hot water outlets to 44°C maximum in non-domestic premises where "vulnerable" people may have access, (to reduce the risk of scalding) this would include the washing facilities available to the public at the Medical Centre.
For the attached risk assessment, the tap water temperatures were checked using a thermometer in mid flow of the running water from the tap. 
Westbourne Medical Centre has a hot water supply provided by three wall mounted Combi-boilers, thus has no water storage tank in the premises, and vastly reduces the risk of legionella bacteria settling in the water system. 
The air conditioning units are located in the pharmacy and in the reception back office. These are split-systems, which cool the air by the use of gases, and are regularly services. As they are not condensing units with drip trays, the risk of legionella bacteria is minimised. The Air-con units are serviced regularly and the gases renewed to ensure effective operating throughout the year. 
The findings of this risk assessment show that the likelihood of legionella bacteria settling in the water supply throughout the building is low, due to regular use of the system throughout with high water storage temperatures and having a relatively modern layout for the water services. (i.e. no condensing unit, no water tank).  As a result, no further action will be necessary. 

